Case: Malmö LBC

An easier and faster administration of all your document workflows
“Our processes and information workflows are
faster, and the fact that archived documents are
searchable has improved the quality of service given
to our customers.”
Johan Strand, IT Director, Malmö LBC

The Challenge

Malmö Logistic Centre (Malmö Lastbilcentral AB) works
within the transportation sector and has approximately 130
affiliated hauliers with more than 250 vehicles. Thousands
of transports are organised yearly which include the
handling of supplier invoices, receipt lists, consignment
and transportation notes. Until recently, these document
workflows were handled manually, which was both time
consuming and made it difficult to search for information
contained in archived documents. This was why Malmö
LBC started to look for an automated and electronic
solution for the administration of supplier invoices.

The Solution

Malmö LBC chose AutoStore from Notable Solutions to
simplify and streamline their document workflows. With
AutoStore the company is able to digitalise all kinds of
documents, archive and make all information searchable,
which simplifies working processes. It also raises the quality
of service to customers and suppliers. The fact that the
solution was able to handle all other document workflows in
the company was a great advantage, also economically; to
use specific solutions with each type of document workflow
would have been much more expensive. Today, AutoStore
is used with four different document workflows, and the
plan is to expand its areas of use even more in the future.

The Results

By implementing AutoStore, several advantages have
been obtained:
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- The trace back searches in archived documents have
become both faster and easier: Today, customers can
search their consignment notes and receipt lists or other
important information themselves, through a webpage
portal on Malmö LBC’s homepage. Both the customer
benefits and the level of service have been increased.
- One solution for all document workflows: It is easier and
more time efficient to monitor and run one solution instead
of many different ones. Today, AutoStore is handling four
different document workflows for Malmö LBC; supplier
invoices, receipt lists, consignment and transportation notes.
- Cost and Return on Investment: It is economically
advantageous to use AutoStore for all document workflows
instead of using many different solutions specific to each
type of document workflow.
- Customer Benefits: AutoStore makes all document
workflows electronic and searchable.
- Quality: With hundreds of suppliers there are a great
number of invoices to be handled. The layouts of invoices
vary which makes automated document scanning and
analysis difficult. AutoStore was the only solution that met
the high standards and demands for automated document
scanning and analysis at Malmö LBC.
- Compatibility with many different systems: If Malmö LBC
wants to change its business system in the future, there is
no need for complicated migrations or to buy new document
administration solutions – AutoStore is compatible with
most business administration systems on the market.
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